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ABSTRACT
The article explores possible correlations between the major world events such as
wars, uprising, revolutions and violence, and the corresponding longitudinal ninefold1 positions of outer planets beyond Mars (Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, Pluto, and North lunar node, Rahu) when those events occurred. The research began
with observing the planetary angle pairs for over ninety major world events. By employing a ninefold planetary data, the author found that the world events correlated
well with the planetary angles that involved Pluto, Uranus, Neptune and Saturn.

Introduction
The year 2011 began with uprisings in Tunisia, Egypt, and then Yemen, Bahrain,
Libya, Jordan and Syria. As an astrologer, I then set out to explain these events or
revolutions in general with research work. Since uprisings or revolutions do not occur as frequently as once a year, I immediately ruled out the influence of faster moving planets: Moon, Mercury, Venus and Sun - as they cycle around the zodiac for a
period ranging from a month to year. However, the faster moving planets provide
insight in narrowing down the periods once the slow moving planets identify the
possible periods in time during which the probability of the occurrence of revolutions are higher. My immediate reaction was to look at the planetary positions of the
outer planets corresponding to the timing of the series of events that occurred in the
months after December of 2010. Since the outer planets (Jupiter and beyond) orbit
around the Sun slowly, at first, I did not see any meaningful correlation. However,
by employing the ninefold longitudinal position for the outer planets, a striking correlation between the planetary positions and the corresponding events became apparent. The description of the ninefold concept and the details of ninefold planetary
position calculations are provided in the next section.
The graph of the sidereal ninefold position of the outer planets Pluto, Neptune,
Uranus and Saturn from November 15, 2010 through March 2011 is shown in Figure
1. Incidentally, the tropical zodiac based planetary positions would also yield the
identical results since the research is based on the relative positions of the planets
with each other expressed in terms of angles or ninefold longitudinal differences
between respective planet pairs.
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For this work, conjunctions, semi-sextiles, sextiles, squares, trines, quincunxes
and oppositions are not aspects but referred here as angles, synonymous with 0, 30,
60, 90,120, 150 and 180 degree angles respectively. Notice that by the first week of
December 2010, the sidereal ninefold longitudinal position of Pluto, Uranus and Saturn converge and thus form the conjunction, and the conjunction continued until
February 19, 2011.At the same time the Planet Neptune formed a square with these
planets during the same time period. The uprising in Tunisia began by mid December 2010 when a Tunisian set himself on fire, and by January 14 the President fled
the country. The Egyptian revolution began by January 15 and by February 11, 2011
Hosni Mubarak stepped down and people of Egypt got their first democratic freedom. Uprisings in Yemen and Bahrain began in early February and the one in Libya
by February 20, 2011, the date by which the ninefold conjunction of Pluto, Uranus
and Saturn was over. And as of this writing the Libyan dictator is still in power.
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with in less than 30 degrees of their ninefold positions during the entire month of
January and first fifteen days of February. However, as will be shown and discussed
later, the analysis and subsequent correlations will be limited to the influence of the
modern planets (Pluto, Neptune and Uranus) along with Saturn for the world political events.
Figure 2
		

Figure 1

In Figure 2, the differences of the ninefold planetary position for six planetary
pairs are shown for the planets Pluto, Neptune, Uranus and Saturn to clearly illustrate the conjunctions of Saturn, Uranus and Pluto and squares of Neptune with
the Saturn, Uranus and Pluto. It is clear that by the end of February, as the ninefold longitudinal difference between the Uranus and Saturn’s position increase, the
conjunction no longer holds. By that time the momentum of uprisings in Libya,
Bahrain, Yemen and Jordan had started fading. Although not shown in both of
these figures, the ninefold positions of Jupiter and the North lunar node Rahu form
the conjunctions with Saturn, Uranus and Pluto, thus five planets coming together

Inspired by striking ninefold conjunctions of Pluto, Uranus and Saturn and their
squares with Neptune during the period of uprising and revolution in Tunisia and
Egypt, the analyses were carried out for similar events that occurred since the beginning of the twentieth century, and I examined possible correlations between the
longitudinal positions of slow moving planets Pluto, Neptune, Uranus and Saturn
and important world events.

The Ninefold Concept
The concept of a ninefold1,2,3 planetary position has its origin in the ninefold natal
chart3 in Vedic astrology. In essence, a ninefold natal chart provides a microscopic
view of the natal chart. For analyzing the events that occur infrequently and are
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likely to be influenced by the modern planets like Pluto, Neptune and Uranus; along
with Saturn, Jupiter and the North lunar node, Rahu, the longitudinal planetary
positions generally do not yield satisfactory correlations. When the corresponding
ninefold planetary positions are employed, it seems that major world events correlate well with the corresponding ninefold planetary positions.
The ninefold position of a planet can be calculated in two ways. In the first, convert a planetary position onto a 0º to 360º zodiac scale. Thus, for instance, a planet
positioned at 11º Libra will have the corresponding position at 191º on the same
zodiac. Now multiply that degree by the number 9, and if the value exceeds 360º ,
subtract 360º or a multiple of 360º from the value until it reduces to a number that
lies between 0º and 360º . Thus, 191 times 9 = 1719, and successively subtracting 360
from this number, 1719 reduces to 279. Therefore, the ninefold position of a planet
with 11º Libra is 9º Capricorn.
Alternately, after converting a planetary position on a zero to the 360º zodiac
scale as before, which is 191º , subtract 40º or a multiple of 40º from 191 until it reduces to a number that lies between 0 and 40º . Thus, 191 minus 160 equal 31. Now
multiplying 31 by 9 yields 279º , and converting it back to the corresponding zodiac
sign it yields 9º Capricorn.

Analysis
The Table-1 lists 52 major world events4 that deal with revolutions, uprising and
wars along with the corresponding ninefold angles among Pluto, Neptune, Uranus
and Saturn. Since the analyses only consider four planets, there are six pairs of angles
(Pluto-Neptune, Pluto-Uranus, Pluto-Saturn, Neptune-Uranus, Neptune-Saturn
and Uranus-Saturn). A 15º orb is used so that if the angle lies between 0º and 15º ,
it’s a conjunction, if it lies between 15º and 45º it’s a semi-sextile, and so on up to the
opposition where the angle lies between 165º and 180º . Please note that one degree
of regular planetary position expands to nine degrees in the ninefold position.
The first four columns in Table-1 list the event number, date, country and the
event description respectively. The fifth column lists the number of angles that form
either conjunctions, oppositions, quincunxes and/or squares among the planets:
Pluto, Neptune, Uranus and Saturn. Thus, for Hitler’s invasion Poland (September
1, 1939), listed as the first entry in Table-1, there were three ninefold squares: PlutoNeptune, Pluto-Uranus and Pluto-Saturn; two ninefold oppositions: Neptune-Saturn and Uranus-Saturn; and one conjunction: Neptune-Uranus. The last column
lists the specific angle pairs for each event. Out of these 52 listed events, there are
five events where all six planetary pairs form angles that were either conjunctions,
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squares, quincunxes or oppositions; there were four events where five planetary pairs
formed the similar angles; fifteen events for which four pairs, twenty one events for
which three pairs, and seven events for which two pairs formed the similar angles.
In addition, for all the 52 events, out of six possible angles, there were at least either two pairs of double angles (for example, for event 48, and there were two pairs,
Pluto-Neptune and Pluto-Saturn formed ninefold quincunxes; and the other two
pairs, Neptune-Saturn and Uranus-Saturn formed semi-sextiles), or three pairs of
one triple angle (for instance, three pairs: Pluto-Neptune, Pluto-Uranus and PlutoSaturn form ninefold squares for Hitler’s invasion of Poland). Thus for this analysis,
the events chosen simultaneously meet two criteria. The first, there were at least two
pairs of angles, and the each pair of angles either conjunct, square, quincunx or oppose with each other; and the second criterion is out of six possible angles there are
at least two double pairs or at least one triple pair angle.
It is important to note that the predominant influence of Pluto is clearly evident
for events that dealt with war, successful uprising and violence causing a large number of human casualties. Thus, the first five events listed in Table-1 dealt with war
and successful revolution through uprising by people. For these five events all six
possible angle pairs were formed, with each pair being either in conjunction, square,
quincunx or opposition with Pluto being the dominant planet. The next four events
dealt with war and violence with five angle pairs with the similar angles. The following fifteen events, where four pairs out of six pairs formed the similar angles, all
the events still dealt with war, violence or terrorism. But for subsequent events (the
next twenty one events where three pairs out of six, the last seven events where only
two pairs out of six formed the similar angles) the violence and terrorism seem to
have diminished, especially for the last seven events.
Based on the this research which is limited only to the four outermost planets, the
next future event that might deal with uprising, war, revolution, violence or unrest
may occur during July-August 2014 when the ninefold angles for three pairs (Pl-Ur,
Pl-Ne, Pl-Sa) will come close to 135 degree, two pairs (Ne-Sa, and Ur-Sa) form 90
degree, and the Ne-Ur form zero degree angle.
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Assumptions
The analysis is based on the following assumptions:
1. The influence of Moon, Sun, Venus, Mercury, Mars and Jupiter is not included.
Since the Moon, Sun, and the inner planets Mercury and Venus, cycle around
the zodiac for a period ranging from a month to a year and further the focus of
the analysis was to predominantly study the influence of the modern planets,
only the influence of Pluto, Neptune, Uranus and Saturn is included. However,
the faster moving planets may provide insight in narrowing down the periods
once the slow moving planets identify the possible periods in time during which
the probability of the occurrence of revolutions are higher.
2. As highlighted earlier, instead of the regular longitudinal planetary positions,
the ninefold longitudinal planetary positions were employed.
3. Although the sidereal planetary positions were used for the analyses, the tropical zodiac based planetary positions would also yield the identical results since
the research is based on the relative positions of the planets with each other
expressed in terms of angles or differences between the planets longitudinal positions. In other words, regardless of the zodiac employed the results remain
unaffected.
4. For ninefold planetary positions, a fifteen degree orb is used so that if the angle
lies between 0º and 15º , it’s a conjunction, if it lies between 15º and 45º it’s a
semi-sextile, and so on up to the opposition where the angle lies between 165º
and 180º . Please note that one degree of regular planetary position expands to
nine degrees in the ninefold position.

Summary and Conclusion
It must be noted that, for the purpose of studying the influence of the modern
planets, the analysis presented here is limited to the influence of only four planets:
Pluto, Neptune, Uranus and Saturn. In addition to the modern planets (Pluto, Neptune and Uranus), Saturn was included because it became clear that for events that
deal with war, uprising, social unrest or revolution, Saturn seems to play as much
role as the modern planets do. However, further research is warranted that should
include at least the influence of the lunar nodes (North and South nodes, or Rahu
and Ketu as referred in Vedic astrology) and Jupiter. Although not included in this
article, the September 11, 2001 Al-Queda attack on twin towers (event number 23 in
Table 1) clearly reflects the strong influence of Rahu and Ketu as one forms ninefold
conjunction with planet Pluto and the other forms the ninefold opposition to planet
Pluto. In addition, Uranus and lunar nodes form the ninefold squares.
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Among the angles, it was important to note that the presence of ninefold conjunctions, oppositions, quincunxes and/or squares was crucial for materializing an
event that dealt with revolution, war, uprising or social unrest. And intuitively (or
astrologically) generally quincunxes, conjunctions, squares and oppositions among
the planets like Pluto, Uranus, Neptune and Saturn are considered to be responsible
for challenges, difficulties, and drastic change (transformation) resulting in death of
existing situation and the beginning of a new.
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